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The james Webb Space Telescope UWST) will provide breakthrough capabilities for 
the study of Solar System objects. jWST is a large aperture, cryogenic, infrared-
optimized, general purpose space observatory under construction by NASA, ESA, 
and CSA for launch in 2018. The jWST instrumentation will provide imaging. 
coronagraphy, and spectroscopy between 6000A to 29 microns. This spectral 
region contains many atomic, molecular, and particulate diagnostics that are 
especially relevant for the study of gaseous, rocky and icy bodies in the Solar 
System. This talk describes the concept for observations of moving targets, including 
the system design for acquiring and tracking guide stars to hold the science target 
fIxed in the instrument fIeld of view. 
On the Web: htt;p:lfwww.jwst.nasa.goy 
httll:llwww.stscLedufiwst 
To be presented at the Workshop for jWST Observers at the Division of Planetary 
Sciences meeting on October 14, 2012 in Reno, NV 
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